
Notice to Domestic Relations Attorneys

The court is experiencing problems with motion hearings set by telephone.  In some instances, the
motions are never actually filed in the Clerk’s office, resulting in wasted docket time.  In others, the
motions are filed late with insufficient time for service, resulting once again in wasted docket time and
duplication of effort in resetting cases.  

Effective Monday, December 1, 2003 anyone who sets a motion hearing by telephone will be
required to deliver a file-stamped copy of the motion to Case Management within seven (7)
days of the telephone call.  If the copies are not received within seven (7) days, Case Management
will vacate the hearing date. The court allows telephone settings with the attorney’s convenience in
mind. We hope that vacating dates in cases where we have not actually seen copies of the motions will
solve the court’s scheduling problems.  If problems persist, we will discontinue telephone settings
and require attorneys to present their motions to Case Management in order to obtain a
hearing date.

Additional copies of motions are also needed in order for the court to receive notification that a motion
has been filed with the Clerk of Courts.  Effective December 1, 2003 all motions must be
submitted to the Compliance Unit with four (4) additional copies or the motion will be rejected.

We are also experiencing undue delays in finalizing cases because of bankruptcy. Clients tell their
divorce attorneys that they are filing bankruptcy, usually with the help of a different attorney.  The
divorce attorney asks to continue all proceedings because of the automatic stay and then for any
number of reasons, the bankruptcy doesn’t get filed for months or, in some cases, doesn’t get filed at
all.  Effective December 1, 2003 all requests for continuances because of bankruptcy must be
accompanied by a file-stamped copy of the front page of the bankruptcy petition. The court will
then set the case for review at thirty (30) day intervals to determine whether the bankruptcy stay has
been lifted or the parties discharged.
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